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“The COVID-19 virus continues to impact the number of initial claims,” the Labor Department said in its weekly claims report. The U.S. economy will likely experience a

"severe contraction" in the second quarter and continue to shrink some at the start the third quarter, Dallas Fed President Robert Kaplan said, and that it was unclear how

fast it would rebound. "Clearly the consumer is going to come out of this weakened," Kaplan said. U.S. unemployment, he said, will probably leap to the low or mid teens,

from 3.5% in February, and while it should drop to around 8% by year's end, "it will take us a while to work that off." 

Physical bullion markets in major Asian hubs saw a sharp divide this week with some regions seeing a surge in demand, while others grappled with strained supply and

muted activity amid global lockdowns due to the coronavirus. The market has been plagued by supply concerns following the shutdown of major Swiss refineries and air

travel lockdowns. Top consumer China saw weak demand, with gold sold at $15-$20 discounts over benchmark spot prices. Demand surged in Singapore, meanwhile,

pushing premiums to $1.60-$2.00 an ounce from last week's $1.20-$1.60, with traders still seeing a sharp disconnect between spot and physical prices.

Hedge funds and money managers reduced their bullish positions on COMEX gold and increased them in silver contracts in the week to March 31, the U.S. Commodity

Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) said. Speculators' net short U.S. dollar positioning in the latest week touched their largest level since May 2018, according to U.S.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission data. The value of the net short dollar position was $9.91 billion in the week ended March 31, from net shorts of $8.88 billion the

previous week. Speculators were short the U.S. dollar for three straight weeks.
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Bullion Complex

Last week, Bullion prices jumped as record high U.S. jobless claims for a second week in a row intensified fears of economic damage due to the coronavirus and drove

investors towards the safe-haven metal. The number of Americans filing claims for unemployment benefits last week shot to a record high of 6.65 million, as more

jurisdictions enforced stay-at-home measures to curb the coronavirus.

The Trump administration said it was allocating $25 billion in emergency funding grants to public transportation systems facing a massive falloff in demand due to the

coronavirus pandemic. The U.S. Federal Transit Administration (FTA) funds, including $5.4 billion for the New York City area, were approved by Congress last week and

transit systems should start receiving payments in the coming weeks. Developing Asia’s already-slowing growth is set to weaken sharply this year, hit by the fallout from the

coronavirus pandemic before it bounces back strongly next year, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) said.
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% Change Cng in OI

Action for Week

BUY SILVER @ 42800 SL 42000 TGT 44000-44600
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Energy

Crude oil rallied over 20 percent after President Trump said he expects Russia and Saudi Arabia to announce a major oil production cut, and Saudi state media said the

kingdom was calling an emergency meeting of producers to deal with the market turmoil. Trump told reporters at the White House he had made no offer to cut U.S.

output. 

The OPEC+ crude oil exporter group is debating cutting global supply by 10 million barrels per day (bpd), an OPEC source said, adding that any further cuts must include

producers from outside the alliance. U.S. President Donald Trump said he had brokered a deal that could result in Russia and Saudi Arabia cutting output by 10 million to

15 million bpd, representing 10-15% of global supply. 
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U.S. crude stocks rose by 13.8 million barrels last week to 469 million barrels, the biggest increase since Oct. 2016 as weekly refinery utilization rates plunged to the lowest

since Sept. 2017, data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration showed. Crude inventories at Cushing, Oklahoma, rose by 3.5 million barrels to 42.8 million barrels,

the most since March 2018. U.S. gasoline stocks rose by 7.5 million barrels to 246.8 million barrels, the EIA said. 

Natural gas fell on a smaller-than-expected weekly storage draw and concerns higher crude prices could boost gas production from U.S. shale oil fields. Despite a move in

weather forecasts to include some early spring chill in the eastern United States next week, the market remains unfazed. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)

said utilities pulled 19 billion cubic feet (bcf) of gas from storage during the week ended March 27. 

Even before the coronavirus started to cut global economic growth and energy demand, gas was trading near its lowest in years as record production and months of mild

winter weather enabled utilities to leave more fuel in storage, making shortages and price spikes unlikely. Looking ahead, gas prices in late 2020 and 2021 were trading at

much higher levels than the front-month on expectations demand will rise later this year once governments loosen travel and work restrictions. 
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Action for Week

BUY  NAT GAS @ 133 SL 127 TGT 138.50-144
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Base Metals

Base metals prices gained as support seen after crude prices notched their biggest one-day surge on record, helping offset concerns about the depth of a global

recession. China will support local governments in injecting capital into small Chinese banks, as the risks of a global recession rises

Copper prices gains as support continues after better-than-expected factory data from China boosted prices. U.S. weekly jobless claims jumped to a record 6.6 million,

double the record from the previous week, and the Federal Reserve said recession has arrived in the world's biggest economy. Rio Tinto Ltd said it has invoked force

majeure on copper cathode contracts for its Kennecott copper mine and smelter in the U.S. state of Utah after an earthquake last month resulted in an emergency

shutdown.
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Toho Zinc Co Ltd, Japan's third-biggest zinc smelter, and plans to produce 46,900 tonnes of refined zinc during the April-September half of the 2020/21 financial year, up

11.6% from the same period a year earlier, it said. Mitsui Mining and Smelting Co Ltd , Japan's biggest zinc smelter, said it plans to produce 105,000 tonnes of refined zinc

in the first half of financial year 2020-21, a drop of 5.8% from a year-ago period.

Nickel gained as concerns about feedstock supply disruption intensified after Papua New Guinea banned vessels at ports to stop the spread of the COVID-19. Indonesia

should allow exports of nickel ore to help offset the impact of the fall in exports of processed nickel caused by the coronavirus outbreak, the Indonesian nickel miners'

association said. Indonesia, once the world's biggest nickel ore exporter, started banning exports of nickel ore in January as part of efforts to boost expansion of its

domestic smelting industry.

Aluminium remained in range as China factory activity showed minimal growth in March, adding to concerns about falling metals demand and a ballooning supply glut as

the coronavirus outbreak spreads further. Stubbornly high inventories of aluminium in China, the world's top exporter of the metal, and coronavirus disruptions to the car

industry, which accounts for about 20% of demand, have spooked markets. Manufacturing activity fell across much of the world in March, as sharp slowdowns in Germany

and Japan overshadowed a modest improvement in China.
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Commodity Close % Change Volume % Volume OI % Chg Oi OI Status
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Bullion

Gold 43722.00 0.35 8582 -81.10 16812 4583.01 Fresh Buying

-7.16 Short covering

Energy

Crude Oil 2048.00 20.54 732108 -46.31 17308 -33.50

Silver 41223.00 0.80 27289 -67.01 3750

Short covering

Natural  Gas 121.40 -5.96 228583 -58.40 17199 77.55 Fresh Selling

Base metals

Copper 380.10 1.29 16632 -58.13 2600 4.38 Fresh Buying

4.40 Fresh Buying

Nickel 867.40 0.12 12918 -65.43 788 -0.38 Short covering

Zinc 146.80 3.42 115263 -40.32 10203

-12.37 Short covering

Aluminium 134.00 0.11 14208 -67.19 3831 4.42 Fresh Buying

Lead 133.40 1.41 38732 -52.33 2692
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